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TOKYO: Fancy a meteor shower racing across
the night sky to mark your birthday? One
Japanese start-up is hoping to deliver shooting
stars on demand and choreograph the cosmos.
And, say scientists, it’s not just about painting
huge pictures on the night-sky that would be
visible to millions of people; artificial meteors
could help us to understand a lot more about
Earth’s atmosphere. Lena Okajima, who holds a
doctorate in astronomy, says her company-ALE
is intending to launch a micro satellite that can
eject shooting stars at exactly the right time and
place to put on a celestial show. “I’m thinking of
streams of meteors that are rare in nature,”
Okajima said in an interview. “It is artificial but I
want to make really beautiful ones that can
impress viewers,” she said.

In collaboration with scientists and engineers
at Japanese universities, the ALE team is devel-
oping a satellite that will orbit the Earth and
eject dozens of balls, a few centimeters (an inch)
in diameter, at a time. These balls-whose chemi-
cal formula is a closely-guarded secret-will race
through the atmosphere at around 7-8 kilome-
ters (up to five miles) a second, glowing brightly
from the friction created by smashing into the
air. Although it sounds fast, that is considerably
slower than naturally-occurring meteors-chunks
of material that either broke away from a planet
or never managed to form one in the first place-
which can hurtle through the atmosphere at up
to 80 kilometers a second.

Tinkering with the ingredients should mean
that it is possible to change the color of each
bright streak, says Okajima, offering the possibil-
ity of a multi-colored flotilla of shooting stars.
The stars are expected to shine for several sec-
onds before they are completely burned up-well
before they fall low enough to pose any danger
to anything on Earth. “People may eventually
become tired of seeing shooting stars if they
come alone. But they could be coupled with
events on the ground,” Okajima said. “Making
the sky a screen is this project’s biggest attrac-
tion as entertainment. It’s a space display.”

Blaze a trail 
Tests on the secret formula space pellets car-

ried out with Shinsuke Abe, aerospace engineer-
ing associate professor at Nihon University, show
they would even burn brightly enough to be
seen over the light-polluted metropolis of Tokyo.
Unless, of course, it’s cloudy. But, says Okajima,
the release can be called off up to 100 minutes
before the appointed launch-perhaps allowing

party organisers to reschedule for another night
when the weather is better. Beautiful it might be,
but it won’t come cheap; each shooting star
would cost around a million yen ($8,100), as the
company tries to make back more than one bil-
lion yen price tag for the development and
launch of the micro satellite.

That satellite, which is currently at the design
stage, is a 50 centimeter (20 inch) cube that will
orbit the Earth at an altitude of around 400-500

kilometers (250-310 miles), on a north-south
heading. The satellite will only have a limited
lifespan, says aerospace engineer Takeo
Watanabe of Teikyo University, explaining that
after a few months it will crash through the
atmosphere and burn up in a blaze of light. For
Hironori Sahara, associate professor at Tokyo
Metropolitan University’s aerospace engineering
department, the project offers a rare chance to
observe a part of the atmosphere about which
little is known. The altitude at which the artificial
stars will burst to life-above 60 kilometers up-is
too high for balloons and too low for spacecraft,
so it is difficult to study.

If ground-based observers know exactly when
and where meteors will appear something they
simply cannot know at the moment, despite reg-
ular showers giving an idea-they will be able to
train their equipment on the spot. Close analysis
of the light and the trail would reveal the tem-
peratures and densities of the atmosphere and
its movements, and could give clues on how the
environment will change over the medium and
longer term, Sahara said. Comparisons with artifi-

cial meteors could also shed light on what natu-
ral shooting stars are made of, he said.

The combination of a paid-for product and
genuinely useful science could blaze a trail for
researchers looking to fund their work without
using taxpayers’ money, said Sahara. ALE has
been talking with “individual investors” but does
not intend to limit its future clientele, who could
range from millionaires and science teams to cor-
porate giants and groups of fun-seekers. “We
believe there are people who would be ready to
put up money for supporting ‘a world first’ event
that is also meaningful scientifically,” Okajima
said. —AFP
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TOKYO: Lena Okajima , CEO of a space technology venture ALE with Tokyo Metropolitan University associate professor Hironori
Sahara and Teikyo University lecturer Takeo Watanabe  speaking about their business to produce shooting-stars in the sky at
Sahara’s laboratory. —AFP photos

SEOUL: Apple’s first smartwatch landed in
South Korea, one of the world’s most com-
petitive markets yesterday, drawing a good
response from fans, but analysts cast doubt
on its long-term success there, citing a
tough challenge from local brands. Eager
South Korean consumers braved the onset
of monsoon rains and concerns over a
MERS outbreak, which has killed 31 people,
to form long queues outside stores selling
the Apple Watch wearable device. “I’m very
happy,” said Lee Woo-Min, a 40-year-old
man who camped overnight to be the first
in line outside a downtown store, after buy-
ing an Apple smartwatch for 1,239,000 won
($1,117).

Apple released three models in South
Korea: Apple Watch, priced between
679,000 and 1,359,000 won, Apple Watch
Sport between 439,000 won and 499,000
won, and the luxurious Apple Watch Edition
between 13,000,000 and 22,000,000 won.
The watch arrived in six other countries yes-
terday, including Taiwan and Singapore, two
months after its initial launch in nine coun-
tries including the United States, China and
Japan.

The device has proved popular in those
markets, reportedly selling some 2.8 million
units through June. But analysts said Apple’s

expensive smartwatch would be a tempo-
rary hit in South Korea probably among
hardcore Apple fans, while other consumers
may favour cheaper brands produced by
Samsung and LG. “Because of strong brand
loyalty among iPhone users, Apple Watch
will sell here to some degree,” Mirae Asset
Securities analyst Doh Hyun-Woo told AFP.
But he said that the smartwatch market was
still in its infancy, adding that Apple’s high-
end products are “too luxurious to make any
dent on the local market”. Samsung sells its
new Gear S smartwatch at 327,000 won,
while LG’s costs 379,000 won.

In Taiwan, Apple Watch went on sale in 10
stores with 50 early buyers lining up outside
the brand’s flagship shop at the capital’s
famous Taipei 101 tower.  The price tag for
Apple Watches in Taiwan ranged from
TWD$11,500 ($370) to TWD$400,000.

But while it has been held up as a game-
changer for smart wearables, some
Taiwanese brands are pitting themselves
against Apple Watch with a minimalist “back-
to-basics” approach. Last month in Taipei,
home-grown brand Noodoe showed off its
simple customizable smartwatch, billed as
“the opposite of the Apple Watch”, which
would reach consumers later this year for less
than $100.—AFP
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TAIPEI: A customer checks a display about the new Apple Watch at an
Apple retail store, as the smartwatch went on sale for the first time in
Taipei yesterday. —AFP photos

TAIPEI: A local customer connects the new Apple Watch to an iPhone as the
smartwatch went on sale for the first time.

NEW YORK: On a trip to Maine with four
friends, Alexander Culbertson racked up
$1,300 on gas, hotel rooms, food and
drinks. But instead of splitting all of the
weekend’s activities evenly throughout the
trip, one person paid for everything. Then,
later they all split the final bill using Venmo,
an app that lets users pay with a tap and a
text-like message. “It would have been a
nightmare for all of us to evenly split every
transaction,” says Culbertson, 26, a Boston
advertising executive. “If you say ‘I’ll grab a
drink and you grab the groceries,’ things
usually don’t come out as planned. “This
kept things easy.”

Person-to-person mobile payment serv-
ices like PayPal-owned Venmo are catching
on as a way to bypass searching for an ATM
or splitting a bill on multiple cards when
the dinner check comes. And they’re partic-
ularly popular among millennials, a genera-
tion that seems to have their own way of
doing everything. For Dan Callahan, 22, a
digital marketing manager in Philadelphia,
using Venmo means avoiding the awkward
situation of nagging his roommate for rent
since you can request payment via the app.
“I write the checks or pay online for our

rent, utilities, and anything else, and at the
end of each month, I total it all up and he
sends me half,” Callahan said. “And it’s all
free. Beats having to get ATM charges from
my bank and dealing with cash!”

Bank account
The services also are growing quickly:

Venmo is seeing four times the growth this
quarter as it did last year. The service
processed $2.4 billion in transactions in
2014 and $1.3 billion last quarter alone.
Similar services abound, including
Snapcash on Snapchat and Square’s
Cashtags which can be used via tweet or
text. It’s still just a sliver of total spending
online - which Forrester predicts will reach
$334 billion in 2015. But the peer-to-peer
payment services are catching on with
some more quickly than so-called digital
wallets like Apple Pay or Samsung Pay.

Rohan Gandhi, 24, a consultant in
Washington, DC, said when his friend lost a
debit card while traveling with him in
Cambodia, he was able to foot all the bills
and then be “Venmo-ed” back instantly by
his traveling companion. “In terms of con-
venience, us twenty somethings are never

without our phones, and the app is incredi-
bly easy to navigate,” he said.

The services link directly to your bank
account, debit card, or credit card. (In
Venmo’s case, it’s free to link to your bank
account or debit account but credit card
transactions cost a 3 percent fee). You first
have to connect to other people who have
signed up for the service. Then, you type in

the amount you want to send someone,
add a short message about what the pay-
ment is for, and hit send. “I like the conven-
ience of it - primarily that immediacy,” said
Sierra Davis, 25, a newspaper writer in Los
Angeles. 

System is secure
Security works the same way it does for

any app that stores your bank or card infor-
mation. That means it might be accessible
if someone steals your phone. And the fee
for using credit cards discourages their use,
even though credit cards are usually fraud-
protected for anything over $50, unlike
some bank accounts and debit cards.
Cynthia Larose, chair of the privacy and
security practice at the law firm Mintz
Levin in Boston, said users should be cau-
tious.

“These days you can’t assume that any
system is secure,” she said. “If you’re start-
ing off using a system like this, I wouldn’t
use your main bank account.” Peer-to-peer
services have security policies in place but
they’re not always as direct as dealing with
a bank. Venmo, for example, says users
aren’t liable for more than $50 of any unau-
thorized transfers they find, but only if they
contact the company within two days after
learning of the theft. Still, for Davis, like
many, the convenience outweighs security
concerns.

“Security is always a concern when
dealing with finances online. But I bank
online, I make online purchases, I’ve used
PayPal in the past without a problem. I

have a password on my phone, in addition
to the password on the app, and I keep a
close eye on my finances and trust my
bank,” she said. “For my generation, money
transfers like this are so familiar that it feels
safe.” 

Nominal fee
The messages that go along with the

payments are a major attraction for many
users. Venmo features a Twitter-like news-
feed that shows who your friends are pay-
ing and what they’re paying for. “I like how
you can leave notes saying exactly what
the transaction was for,” said Jordyn
Holman, 21, from Chicago.  “People are fun
with describing it, oftentimes using emojis
like hamburgers and drinks to describe a
meal that was Venmo-ed.” Peer-to-peer sys-
tems typically work only for people who
are on the same system, and multiple sys-
tems have sprung up.  Facebook recently
jumped in the game with Facebook mobile
payments, Square and PayPal have built up
their own services, and banks have their
own person-to-person, or P2P, services The
services, which are free or charge a nomi-
nal fee, don’t make much money. —AP

Need to hit friends up for cash? There’s an app for that

BOSTON: Alex Culbertson, 26, shows transactions on the Venmo
app on his smartphone yesterday. —AP


